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Appendix A: Community Comments
and Responses

MoveMent and accessibility
Comment Community Response to 

Comment
Location Comment 

Likes
BU Response

1. More carparks , bus run in the 

mornings and afternoons

KiaRa colleGe the department of education and the 

schools are responsible for parking 

provision for schools. 

bus services are operated both by the 

Public transport authority and in some 

instances the school also arranges 

buses. the will continue to raise issues 

with the Public transport authority 

where required. 

2. More bus runs for kids and 

teachers and others.

3. need traffic calming on 

Maranon crs. a lot of traffic 

for the area with some people 

doing more than a safe speed. 

can you please put up a no 

through road sign at the 

entrance to the estate?

MaRanon cRs. 

beecHboRo

4 a Work Request (671556) for a no 

through Road has been raised.

Maranon crescent is not a through road 

and services local traffic only, therefore 

only local residents would be using 

this road for property access. therefore 

traffic calming is not warranted in this 

location. 

the city will assess all locations where 

speeding has been identified as an 

issue, and where results of traffic 

counts indicate excessive speeding, 

the city will report these locations to 

the Police. the city generally does 

not install traffic calming devices. 

speeding is a widespread problem 

across the city and Perth Metro area, 

and traffic calming incurs a high cost 

and can divert the issue to other 

streets in the area. enforcement is the 

most appropriate action to mitigate 

inappropriate driver behaviour.
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4. two main roads that intersect 

but it's a t junction with stops 

signs. this is a very dangerous 

intersection that gets really busy 

and has people taking extreme 

risk to cross it as the wait times 

are way too long. traffic light 

or even a roundabout would 

fix this

loRd st and 

MoRley dRive east 

inteRsection

an analysis of the crashes that have 

occurred at this intersection was 

undertaken and revealed there would 

presently be minimal savings in 

crashes by constructing either traffic 

signals or a roundabout, therefore the 

upgrade of this intersection is not a 

priority.

5. as the walking path from 

sunridge close is located 

on the left side (as you are 

looking towards the street ) it 

is extremely difficult to cross 

lord street in order to get back 

onto the walking path . i have 

two young kids and a dog and 

often struggle to make it across 

to continue our recreational 

activities. it would be nice to 

either have a crossing put in 

place there so that we can 

safety walk across as the 

walking paths do not meet 

and in order to continue our 

activities we must cross

sUnRidGe close 

and loRd stReet 

inteRsection

2 a work request (661680) has been 

raised to install a pram ramp/minor 

footpath extension to assist crossing 

at this location. a designated Zebra 

crossing would not be approved in this 

location as it does not meet the MRWa 

requirements. 

6. this intersection is a nightmare 

during peak times. very hard to 

get through and lots of people 

not indicating correctly, or 

pulling out in front of people. 

suggest a 2 lane roundabout or 

lights?

benaRa Rd 

and loRd st 

RoUndaboUt

1 the city has completed investigations 

on the roundabout of benara and 

lord street and plans to upgrade the 

roundabout to a dual lane roundabout. 

the city is currently in the planning and 

design phase, and plans to construct 

the upgrade within the next 5 years 

subject to funding.
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7. i live on simla Place and find 

it difficult to walk around 

the block with my dog and 

Grandchildren without walking 

on people's property or being 

at risk on the road due to no 

footpaths on side streets.

siMla Pl the city installs footpaths to improve 

safe pedestrian connectivity. the city 

generally does not install footpaths on 

low volume roads such as cul-de-sacs. 

at present installation of a footpath 

along simla Place is a low priority. 

8. this is an extremely dangerous 

intersection to cross on foot. 

When crossing altone Rd you 

are protected by red arrows 

to the traffic for the whole 

crossing. However when 

crossing benara Rd, which is the 

busiest road, when you are half 

way across the "red man" starts 

flashing and the traffic light 

turns green. this apparently 

means it is oK to run down 

pedestrians. this problems has 

been reported and commented 

on in the past but it is still 

dangerous and nothing is being 

done.

altone and 

benaRa Rd 

inteRsection

1 traffic signals are controlled and 

managed by Main Roads. the city will 

inspect this intersection and liaise with 

Main Roads to resolve any identified 

issues.

9. Kiara iGa could use more 

carpark spaces and few 

upgrades like more lights 

installed an painting of the 

lines for cars to park. i think 

this would make it lit better for 

others to see during the day 

and night.

KiaRa iGa the city has little control over lighting 

at Kiara iGa as it is on privately owned 

land. the number of parking bays 

at the iGa is sufficient for its current 

usage.

10. Jennings Way needs to be 

resurfaced again as the tree 

roots have made the road so 

bad. also more regularly cutting 

the big trees before the winter 

storm hit. every year a big 

branch falls and blocks the road.

JenninGs Way 

locKRidGe

the city is currently undertaking 

planning for the resurfacing of Jennings 

Way. this is proposed to be undertaken 

in 2022/23 subject to budget adoption. 

11. Footpath along Grimrey 

Rd,lockridge, from lord st to 

tressider Rd. too many people 

and pushbikes walk/ride along 

this stretch of road, on the road, 

as there is no footpath. too 

many times i have seen cars 

turning into Grimrey and nearly 

hitting someone.

GRiMRey Rd (loRd 

st to tRessideR Rd) 

locKRidGe

2 the city has identified this section of 

Grimrey Road as a medium priority 

footpath and is on a 10 year plan for 

construction subject to funding. 
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12. i think work needs to be done 

on the pavements as they are 

very unsafe. before the last 

council election i was told i 

would be contacted so this 

could be discussed. still waiting.

locKRidGe the city currently has some footpath 

renewal works planned around the 

Korbosky Park area in future years. 

However, as the city of swan covers a 

large area (over 1000km2), all footpath 

renewal works must be completed 

on a priority basis to ensure the best 

use of funding for the city of swan 

community.

specific locations of footpath condition 

issues can be reported for investigation.

13. speed bumps or slow points 

need to be installed along 

amazon. Way too many hooks 

us this as a cut through.

aMaZon dR 

beecHboRo

the city will assess all locations where 

speeding has been identified as an 

issue, and where results of traffic 

counts indicate excessive speeding, 

the city will report these locations to 

the Police. the city generally does 

not install traffic calming devices. 

speeding is a widespread problem 

across the city and Perth Metro area, 

and traffic calming incurs a high cost 

and can divert the issue to other 

streets in the area. enforcement is the 

most appropriate action to mitigate 

inappropriate driver behaviour.

14. increase school parking. For a 

school of 500+ primary school 

children there is only approx 

40-50 designed parking bays. 1 

section is not paved rendering 

children and families to walk 

behind cars! For the safety 

of the children and school 

community there needs to be 

increase in parking bats and 

paths

West beecHboRo 

PRiMaRy scHool

4 department of education and the 

schools are responsible for parking 

provision for schools. bus services are 

operated both by the Pta and in some 

instances the school also arranges 

buses.

15. the round-a-bout on daviot, 

suffolk & Patricia street is a 

main pedestrian footpath used 

for caversham residence to 

travel to the coles caversham 

shops and many nearby 

venues. However with fast 

moving traffic it is very unsafe 

navigating the traffic especially 

with children, the elderly 

and people with disabilities. i 

strongly urge for a pedestrian 

access bridge.

RoUnd-a-boUt 

on daviot and 

PatRicia/sUFFolK 

st

a pedestrian bridge is unlikely to be 

considered by the city due to the 

high capital cost for this infrastructure 

(approximately $1-2 million). Pedestrian 

refuges island are located at this 

intersection to allow pedestrians to 

safely stop and wait until it is safe to 

cross the road.
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16. Widening off footpath needed 

as very busy and dangerous 

when you have children in 

prams trying to avoid other 

users, while not stepping onto 

the road.

altone Rd and 

MoRley dR

the footpaths on the northern verge of 

Morley dr east and the eastern verge of 

altone Road are under the jurisdiction 

of the city of swan. the footpath on 

the southern verge of Morley drive east 

falls within the jurisdiction of the town 

of bassendean.

the footpaths managed by the city of 

swan are 1.5m in width which meets 

the minimum requirements as per our 

standards.

it is not financially viable to widen 

these footpaths due to the volume of 

adjacent infrastructure that would need 

to be relocated (retaining walls, road 

regulatory signs, crossovers etc.).

the footpaths on the northern verge of 

Morley dr east and the eastern verge 

of altone Road are between 1.5m and 

2.0m in in width, which meets the 

minimum requirements of current 

australian standards. therefore, the 

widening of this section of path is not 

an immediate priority for the city to 

action. 

17. Footpath needed when trying to 

cross Morley drive with children 

in prams, bikes etc. Most likely 

Main Roads dept.

altone Rd and 

MoRley dR

a dedicated pedestrian crossing point 

with appropriate footpaths is located 

approximately 160m west of the 

intersection of Morley drive east and 

altone Road.

Where possible, the city of swan 

does not support the construction of 

additional crossing points within close 

proximity to existing crossing points 

and turning slip lanes due to the 

increased risk of an accident occurring.

18. the intersection at Morley drive 

and lord street is dangerous. 

it needs lights urgently. as a 

resident of lord st i have seen 

near misses and have been 

involved in near misses at least 

once a week. Most people i 

know avoid turning onto lord 

st there completely. it’s just 

too risky. there will be a major 

accident there if it is not fixed.

MoRley dR and 

loRd st

19. We require sound barriers too. 

all other houses on the other 

side of altone road has sound 

barriers to block highway noise 

yet our houses are exposed to 

these noises.

HoUsinG betWeen 

Reid HiGHWay and 

tattleR Way (oFF 

altone Rd)

Reid Highway is a Main Roads 

Western australia (MRWa) managed 

road. MRWa are responsible for any 

treatment of noise from the roads that 

they manage.
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20. this bus stop is dangerous and 

needs either shifting or shelter. 

the bus stops right on the 

corner and people waiting for 

the bus have nothing to sit on. 

suggest moving the stop south 

and away from the corner.

bennett st 

betWeen PatRicia 

st and GRaMPian 

Way

current Public transport authority data 

warrants the installation of a shelter at 

bus stop no. 21997.

21. there needs to be more 

accessible parking for parents. 

Right now the parking is 

hazardous due to the soft sand 

forcing cars to move closer to 

the footpath which in return 

makes it dangerous for children 

and parents walking.

daRWin cRes. 

side oF West 

beecHboRo 

PRiMaRy scHool 

2 department of education and the 

schools are responsible for parking 

provision for schools. bus services are 

operated both by the Public transport 

authority and in some instances the 

school also arranges buses.

22. We need more parking around 

West beechboro Primary school. 

student pick up / drop off is 

congested and hazardous. 

children have to walk behind 

parked cars which sometimes 

start reversing due to poor 

visibility. i have seen a number 

of incidents in which reversing 

cars slam on their brakes 

when they realise there are 

children behind them. i often 

see cars double park (making 

traffic worse) or park illegally 

on verges because there is 

nowhere else for them to park. 

thanks!

3

23. the school needs more parking 

bays to enable a safer pick 

up and drop off environment 

for the students. a dedicated 

pathway for children to walk 

in front rather than behind the 

reversing cars would also be a 

great addition on this section of 

the street.

aviGnon Way 

side oF West 

beecHboRo 

PRiMaRy scHool

24. it would be great to have the 

east side of bennett street foot 

path extended to the existing 

bus stop to the north of the 

street.

bennett st 

caveRsHaM

1 no new footpath installations are 

planned for the mentioned road. 

Pedestrians are able to use the western 

verge footpath for walking access on 

bennett street and to reach the bus 

stop (21997). there is a pram ramp that 

gives direct access to this bus stop. 

25. Footpaths in the area are in bad 

condition, verges are mostly 

sand and weeds, then you 

follow the paths into the city 

of bayswater and the paths are 

wider and maintained.

blUeGUM Rd 

beecHboRo

1 the city encourages residents to 

undertake maintenance of verges, 

however where verges are not 

maintained by the adjacent resident, 

the city undertakes periodic weed 

spraying and slashing city wide.
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26. the new bridge has great 

footpath to the shops however 

the footpath getting close to the 

roundabout is right on the road 

with no barriers for pedestrians. 

cars and trucks go thru that 

roundabout very fast.

beecHboRo Rd 

noRtH bRidGe

Footpaths are a sufficient width to 

be back of kerb without a barrier in 

place. the geometry of the paths and 

roundabout would make installation of 

a barrier not viable.

27. this giveaway sign for traffic 

travelling south on beechboro 

road is dangerous and confusing 

for most drivers. at peak times 

traffic builds up behind cars 

waiting at the giveaway sign 

turning left into amazon drive. 

cars turning right into amazon 

drive can’t always trust drivers 

to obey the giveaway rule as 

other intersections like this do 

not have giveaway signals it’s 

not safe.

beecHboRo Rd 

noRtH and 

aMaZon dR 

inteRsection

1 the city is currently investigating 

this intersection to determine if any 

upgrade is warranted. there are 

currently no works programed. 

28. bus stops, some have sheltered 

benches and some just have a 

pole, i don’t use the bus but feel 

sorry for people who have to 

wait in the sun or in the rain for 

the bus.

beecHboRo Rd 

noRtH

the city installs bus shelters in 

locations where there is a usage 

threshold of over 15 passengers day, as 

it then becomes eligible for co-funding 

by the Public transport authority. the 

city can assess any specific locations 

to determine whether a shelter is 

warranted.

29. My concern is beechboro rd 

nth,and amazon drive badly 

needs a roundabout, accident 

waiting to happen. 

the city is currently investigating 

this intersection to determine if any 

upgrade is warranted. there are 

currently no works programed. 

30. a footpath along daviot road 

to link up to the lord street 

footpath would be great, so that 

people could safely walk/ride 

up to Whiteman's Park. as it is 

its very unsafe. it's only a small 

stretch of road but it would 

make a huge difference. i think 

everyone would agree with me 

on this.

daviot Rd the city will investigate planning for 

new pedestrian and cycle paths to be 

developed as part of new Metronet 

train stations design.

31. also can anything be done to 

improve access to nile place 

beechboro from Madeira 

av.blind corner turning 

right from Madiera av.quiet 

dangerous.

nile Place 

MadeiRa av 

beecHboRo

a work request (671558) has been 

raised for a sight line assessment.
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32. this round about should be 

transferred into a set of traffic 

lights.

benaRa Rd 

and loRd st 

inteRsection

the city has completed investigations 

on the roundabout of benara and 

lord street and plans to upgrade the 

roundabout to a dual lane roundabout. 

the city is currently in the planning and 

design phase, and plans to construct 

the upgrade within the next 5 years 

subject to funding.

33. benara Rd. it’s always been 

discussed about making it 2 

lanes each way. there is so 

much room on each sides of 

the road to create this. Will help 

with the flow of traffic also.

benaRa Rd 1 there is sufficient space available to 

construct a dual carriageway on benera 

Road. the city does plan to undertake 

this duplication in the future, however 

current traffic demands do not justify 

construction at this time. the city will 

continue to monitor traffic flows and 

progress the duplication as required.

34. cos need to work in partnership 

with Western Power to install 

more street lights throughout all 

of the city of swan.

cos the city is responsible for ensuring 

adequate provision of street lighting 

along local roads. Residents can report 

specific locations for assessment by 

the city.

35. the pathways down Mcleod st 

to bus stop uneven and bin days 

bins left out often tipped over 

by pickup trucks block access for 

disabled sight impaired mobility 

scooters etc. needs to be wider.

Mcleod st 

locKRidGe

the city has assessed this location 

and determined that the existing 

footpath is approximately 2m wide and 

in reasonable condition. the city will 

monitor the condition of this footpath 

and consider renewing/upgrading in a 

future year as/when appropriate.

36. Hi my name is shaniah and i 

would like to consider you my 

side of the story with natural 

and cultural environments. My 

first reason, is putting some 

signs out side of the east 

beechboro Primary school 

fences for students to see signs 

of cars driving past and for 

adults to see students coming 

out from behind a car. My 

second reason, is to have bigger 

parking spaces for teachers and 

parents to get their kids to and 

from school and for teachers to 

park there cars in a space with 

room.

east beecHboRo 

PRiMaRy scHool

the east beechboro Primary school is 

owned by the department of Planning 

who is responsible for car parking. 

these comments will be passed onto 

the school. 

36. the roads from bennett springs 

that exit onto marshall road 

needs traffic lights. secondly 

the dark marshall road at night 

needs street lights. dangerous.

MaRsHall Road 1 all intersections along Marshall Road 

are being reviewed as part of future 

planning for the duplication of Marshall 

Road. the city is currently in planning 

stages for the project and construction 

timing is yet to be confirmed subject to 

funding.
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38. i'd also like to see slow down 

islands on Maguire avenue at 

both intersections of Mcallister 

Way in beechboro. thanks

inteRsections oF 

MaGUiRe avenUe 

and McallisteR 

Way 

the city will assess all locations where 

speeding has been identified as an 

issue, and where results of traffic 

counts indicate excessive speeding, 

the city will report these locations to 

the Police. the city generally does 

not install traffic calming devices. 

speeding is a widespread problem 

across the city and Perth Metro area, 

and traffic calming incurs a high cost 

and can divert the issue to other 

streets in the area. enforcement is the 

most appropriate action to mitigate 

inappropriate driver behaviour.

natURal and cUltURal enviRonMent
Comment Community Response to 

Comment
Location Comment 

Likes
BU Response

39. big space fun to explore, run 

around and hang around

RosHeR PaRK noted.

40. More vegetation for the local 

birds please so that it provides 

good quality habitat particularly 

near the water. shade etc. over 

the water is hugely beneficial. 

Would be prepared to help plant 

/ manage it.

sacRaMento PaRK 1 the city is undertaking the relocation 

of the playspace away from the 

waterbody and under established trees. 

these works will occur in 2020/21. 

41. this bushland has some great 

native species in it and requires 

weed control particulary of veld 

grass. a rehabilitation program 

would greatly enhance this 

vegetation community and 

provide much needed habitat 

for endangered cockatoos that 

frequent the area.

st laWRence PaRK 

bUsHland (West)

3 the city has a Friends Group that 

focusses on the restoration of this site, 

including native seed broadcasting. 

the city has been conducting dieback 

prevention works at st lawrence to 

limestone the internal tracks of the 

site to protect the banskia woodlands 

located on the site.
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42. the water way is so congested 

that the over growth vines 

need to be removed so that the 

creeks can run. Have you ever 

thought about approaching the 

prisons to see if they can do it 

as a work order or community 

work order for their parole. this 

can be done instead of a person 

having to pay a fine and it's 

giving back to the community.

bennett bRooK 

bUsHlands FRoM 

Reid HWy doWn to 

benaRa Rd

2 - 1 the bennett brook catchment Group 

conduct environmental restoration 

works along the length of the bennett 

brook waterway. this creekline has 

had extensive revegetation and weed 

control over the past 15 years, including 

additional planting to increase the 

removal of nutrients from inflowing 

stormwater. 

the city of swan does support 

community groups to work with the 

Wooroloo Prison team, however there 

has been limitations on the availability 

of these works crews due to the covid 

situation in the past year.

43. it would be great to see the 

natural wildlife/fauna being 

supported, they do so much to 

enhance the enjoyment 

44. Many trees in bennett springs 

are not verge trees. this is 

causing issues for many houses 

that have these on their front 

yard. city of swan is just placing 

band aid fixes instead of making 

the tough decision and remove 

these trees and replant the 

right trees. this has made 

house front yards not usable, 

floods in their home due to 

leaves filling up the roofs, drive 

ways damaged due to roots. 

based on policy of verge trees, 

impacted households should be 

reviewed.

bennett sPRinGs the city has a tree planting program 

where it will plant trees on verges at 

the request of the adjacent resident 

if they commit to watering initially to 

establish the tree.

45. the Friends of bennett 

brook have done great work 

revegetating the brook. the 

city should continue to support 

them.

bennett bRooK 2 noted.

46. Water in this pond often smells 

and looks unhealthy. some 

sort of water treatment plan is 

required

bottlebRUsH PaRK the pond is a Water corp compensation 

basin asset within a city Park, therefore 

any complaints about odours, rubbish 

and in-lake vegetation should be made 

to the Water corp via their website: 

https://www.watercorporation.com.au/

about-us/contact-us
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Comment
Location Comment 

Likes
BU Response

47. an update on the playground 

area will be great! the sand 

is dangerous, the last time i 

took my son there he found a 

syringe. We haven't been back 

since.

FaiRyWRen PaRK 5 Playgrounds are assessed annually and 

replaced on a condition basis. both 

Fairywren and babbler are currently 

planned for replacement in 2023/24 

however timing may be subject to 

change.

48. i have an almost 2 year old. We 

mainly use Fairywren Park but 

regularly go to babbler Park 

as well. both parks are very 

dated by today's standards 

and compared to parks in 

newer developments. We lack 

a good, engaging playground 

for children. sure, the one 

at alstonia is colourful but it 

is simple. there is no shade 

structures at any of these parks. 

if the youths burned down the 

old shade sails why not consider 

a metal structure as commonly 

seen in newer parks?

1

49. can you please install another 

bin at this end of the park with 

doggy bags

bottlebRUsH PaRK 2 bottlebrush Park is up for a playground 

replacement 22/23 subject to funding

the city is planning a playground 

replacement for bottlebrush Park 

which includes like for like replacement 

of equipment. the city undertook 

community consultation on the design 

and has incorporated feedback where 

possible.

laboratory analysis of water taken from 

bottlebrush Park compensation basin is 

undertaken annually as part of bennett 

brook catchment monitoring and 

results are provided to the Watercorp 

for investigation/remediation

50. i'd be keen to see some 

improvements made to the play 

equipment at bottlebrush Park. 

incorporating nature play and 

indigenous themes would be a 

bonus!

4

51. Please update the play 

equipment and install shade 

sails. this is a great park easily 

accessible by lots of households. 

it is not used alot by kids as the 

equipment isnt suitable for kids 

under 6. Replacing sand with 

softfall would also be a good 

addition

3
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52. the pond at this park is 

atrocious! the smell alone is a 

deterrent.

53. Maybe a fenced off area for 

dogs? it would definitely draw a 

lot more people to use this area

54. this park needs better lighting 

for those that take evening 

walks or late afternoon play 

sessions. the pond is also 

disgusting and filled with 

rubbish.

55. Playground needs to be updated 

and shade sails added. the 

water catchment area needs 

fountains added to get some 

water movement to assist with 

quality of the water.

56. need more varied facilities in 

bottlebrush park like fitness 

equipment for all ages. shade 

cloth over the children's play 

area would also be welcomed. 

the lake could be cleaner. this 

is a well used park with people 

from all around coming to enjoy 

the tranquil facilities. the other 

park opposite iGa could also do 

with some upgrading.
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57. the pond at this park is 

atrocious! the smell alone is a 

deterrent.

altone PaRK 1 -  1 altone Park is scheduled for a 
playground replacement in 22/23 
subject to funding. the city is planning 
a playground replacement for altone 
Park which includes like for like 
replacement of equipment. the city 
undertook community consultation 
on the design and has incorporate 
feedback where possible.

drinking fountains at the end of their 

useful like will be upgraded to the 

city’s new standard which includes a 

dog bowl.

a work request (671642) has been 

raised for rubbish bins.

the condition of the basketball court 

and backboards is in good conditions 

and is not currently planned for 

renewal.

a drinking fountain and bench has 

been added to the city’s 10 year plan 

for renewal subject to funding

as toilets are available at swan active 

beechboro the city has no plans to 

install public toilets in this location. 

58. Maybe a fenced off area for 

dogs? it would definitely draw a 

lot more people to use this area

58.1 More Rubbish bins or 

larger throughout the area 

during games seasons 

especially football. Way to 

much rubbish blows into my 

yard at the end of games

1

59. this park needs better lighting 

for those that take evening 

walks or late afternoon play 

sessions. the pond is also 

disgusting and filled with 

rubbish.

4

60. Playground needs to be updated 

and shade sails added. the 

water catchment area needs 

fountains added to get some 

water movement to assist with 

quality of the water.

2
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1. i think the lights should stay on 

later at night (maybe 8pm) so 

people can walk their dogs in 

the park after work

61. i think the lights should stay on 

later at night (maybe 8pm) so 

people can walk their dogs in 

the park after work

62. Would love to have an enclosed 

area for dogs to run off the 

lead. at the moment the closest 

one is whiteman park or in 

bayswater which isn't practice 

for taking dogs before/after 

work

2

63. as a previous employee of ays 

(working drop-in-centre), young 

people often commented that 

the basketball court was too 

small, or the basketball nets 

were ruined. i also noticed, 

during the day families with 

young children frequented the 

skate park and would struggle 

to find a shaded area to sit. 

the centre also had individuals 

often asking to use the centres 

toilet facilities. sometimes this 

request had to be denied due 

to the safety of those inside, 

therefore public toilets should 

be provided.

63.1 thanks for this 

comment. so true, as the 

coordinator of ays now i 

see this all the time, people 

wantig to use the toilets 

with small children and or 

asking us for water because 

they don't want to drink 

from the one, very old and 

broken water fountain. 

there definatley needs to be 

more drinking fountains as 

well as benches under trees 

for people to sit. We have 

treated many young people 

for ant bites for sitting on 

the grass near skate park as 

well as families not being 

able to sit to watch kids.

1
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64. i would love to see a more 

natural adventure playground 

for not only young but older 

children to use. there are so 

many playgrounds around for 

little kids but nothing for the 

older e.g. 8 -12yr olds. our kids 

fit into this age group and love 

to use their imaginations in 

playgrounds but have to travel 

further away eg. the lighthouse 

playground in whiteman park or 

the pirate ship park in Guildford 

for them to play. lots of rock, 

ropes, rocks, tires etc are great 

for imaginations

the playgrounds below will be replaced 

this year (2020/21) and will include the 

following elements:

• Bluegum Park – A climbing net suitable 

for older children 

• Maguire Oval – Timber structure for 

older children

• Fountain Park – Mixed use play areas

• Sacremento Park – A mulched play area 

with themed (ship) play equipment

• Bottlebrush Park – Large play unit 

suitable for older children and mulched 

area with rocks for nature play

• Simla Park – Nature play area with rocks 

and logs

• Sain Elias Place Park – Climbing 

equipment suitable for older children and 

a nature play area with rocks and logs

• Coonawarra Park – Climbing equipment 

suitable for older children and a nature 

play area with rocks and logs

65. Would love to see the basketball 

court resurfaced, and potentially 

given a shaded area, toilets 

and a water fountain nearby. 

thanks!

65.1 i agree, i think the 

young people would hugely 

benefit from a resurfaced 

basketball court, complete 

with shade and a drink 

fountain. sport is incredibly 

beneficial and having free 

access would be excellent!

65.2 i 100% agree!! so 

many young people have 

communicated this to me as 

the coordinator of the youth 

centre, so many more young 

people would play and join 

in and who knows maybe 

even create their own 

teams/comps if the facilities 

were upgraded. they have 

discussed wanting lighting, 

drinking fountains, and 

foam (not sure of this is the 

correct word for it) surfacing 

(softer) instead of concrete.

7

66. We want the basketball court 

resurfaced, better back boards 

and hoops, some shade, drink 

fountain, better lighting, free 

wifi please.

1
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67. i believe the basketball courts 

would benefit from being 

resurfaced. also providing 

shaded areas with benches 

and picnic tables for families 

and young people to sit would 

encourage more outdoor 

engagement. a water fountain 

for people to access cool water 

especially during warmer days 

would also be appreciated.

1

68. young people in the area need 

better FRee facilities to keep 

them occupied and out of 

trouble. the basketball court 

needs resurfacing, new hoops/

backboards. there is no shade 

or accessible drinking water. 

they can't afford court hire at 

the rec centre but shouldn't 

have sub-standard facilities.

68.1 absolutely, so glad that 

community members are 

speaking up, instead of just 

speaking to me at the youth 

centre and assuming i have 

anything to do with it :)

2

69. the skate park needs an 

UPGRade!! so many of our 

local young people will travel 

out of the area because of this. 

bayswater and bassendean 

skate parks are rated far 

superior. i'm unsure when the 

skate was last upgraded or 

professionally maintained but 

visually it is so run down, it 

definitely needs some major 

work. i would be happy to get 

ideas form young people to 

feed into this process if that is 

useful :)

1
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70. there is only one gazebo and 

under covered seating area 

for people/young or old to 

sit! there are no liGHts and 

only one green bin (small) and 

one drink fountain (behind 

ays toilet windows) this is not 

sufficient for the amount of 

traffic that frequents the area. 

adding a few benches around 

the skate park and basketball 

courts would be a great start. 

adding lights to the skate and 

basketball courts would also 

be very helpful as well as 

increasing safety. Finally a few 

drink fountains very useful
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71. drink fountains and benches 

around the skate park as part of 

an overall skate park upgrade 

would be money veRy Well 

sPent!

bennett sPRinGs 

oval

a bennett springs Regional open space 

is potentially 15-20 years away but 

planning is underway for this space. 

the city is also planning to install a 

bbQ at bennett springs oval in 2022/23 

subject to budget confirmation. 

the city will consider this site in the 

playspace strategy which will be 

completed in 20/21

72. the area from the football 

oval to the gym and library 

needs a complete overhaul. 

Please build a new youth Hub 

with an australian standard 

bMX skatepark, with lights 

and a youth centre to match. 

this will have access to social 

services like mental health, 

mentoring, fitness and music/

band programs. sure it will 

create a very big scene for the 

younger generation but if they 

have quality activities to engage 

in and form passions about 

then anti social behaviour is less 

likely and its good for all.

1

73. adult/teenager playgrounds. 3-1

74. the bennett springs oval is great 

for sports etc but the vacant lot 

next to it should be developed. 

i think it needs to become more 

family friendly like the newer 

parks, bbQ, cafe, play areas for 

all ages, a skate park, running 

track around the outside. turn it 

into the main community hub 

for bennett springs

6

75. the bennett springs oval was 

promised a facilities such as 

bbq, a community centre. 

all other suburbs have one. 

We dont have one bbq or a 

shelterted gazebo areas in any 

of our parks. Why do bennett 

springs not get anything. the 

new bennett springs has so 

much investment in terms 

of parks and social benefits 

for all. We have nothing. the 

same old parks, same old kids 

playground. absolutely none 

of our rates being spend back 

into old bennett springs. the 

forgotten suburb

6
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76. need more shaded playgrounds 

at each park, in full sun they are 

usually unusable.

altone local aRea 5 the city will consider these comments 

in the playspace strategy. this will be 

completed in 2020/21.

there are some renewals planned 

in 2020/21 and 2021/22 to address 

playgrounds in aging or poor condition 

including:

• Bluegum Park, Beechboro

• Maguire Oval, Beechboro

• Fountain Park, Bennett Springs

• Sacramento Park, Beechboro

• Beechboro Community Hub playspace

• Bottlebrush Park, Kiara

shade sails are also being installed at 

the following in 2020/21:

• Alstonia Park

• Babbler Park

• Haggart Park

• Bottlebrush Park

77. i feel all our rates go up to 

ellenbrook, they seem to 

get the best playgrounds 

and activities for kids. all the 

playgrounds in the area have 

broken equipment and really 

don't engage a child's mind. 

Why not create a decent 

playground down this way for 

our kids , even a water park 

similar to ellenbrooks. there is 

all this land along lord street 

that is perfect for it. or create 

another "Kings Park" that joins 

along to Guildford.

5

78. so many parks in these suburbs 

all of which are outdated. none 

look them look like they have 

had any upgrades recently, 

we normally end up driving 

elsewhere to find a decent 

playground. a nice playground 

with new equipment that is 

inviting to local families and 

a place for the community to 

gather and interact. if kids had 

somewhere inviting to play, 

then it might deter anti-social 

behaviour which is frequently 

seen. a park that caters for all 

ages, toddlers through to teens.

5

79. Parks all over bennett springs 

need; 1. a review 2. Most visit 

parks upgrade with more 

modern equipment 3. Places/

shelters for parents to sit while 

kids play in the hot sun etc 4. 

bbqs 5. Fenced playgrounds

4

80. We need better recreational 

areas in the city so more people 

can enjoy the outdoors. i'd like 

to see relaxing atmospheres, 

clean parks, with bbQ, 

playgrounds and water features 

and native plants would be nice.

2
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81. a gated dog park would be a 

great idea somewhere in the 

area

2

82. the parks in the area are 

quite old now and a nature 

playground for the children 

would be amazing. General 

upkeep of nature strips and 

more greenery in the area 

would be appreciated.

83. the playgrounds in beechboro 

are all so old and need 

updating. Would love to see an 

adventure/nature playground 

somewhere in beechboro 🙂

84. Update the play grounds in 

grenache park, connawarra, 

simla park, be nice to have 

shade over these and bbQ area 

so we can meet as locals, all 

the newer section of caversham 

looks great i feel the old side 

has being forgotten, there was 

no problem using bennett street 

as a drive through for years until 

you finished daviot road, we 

couldnt get out of our driveways 

in the morning cars speed up 

and down the street all day 

and night thinking it's Perth's 

Motorplex. kids could not be on 

the street

1

85. i think the approach to 

playgrounds/park facilities in the 

older areas is too piecemeal. 

too many small parks without 

enough equipment/facilities. i 

think a better approach would 

be reallocate your budget for 

parks/playgrounds to doing 

a better job at less parks. We 

would be prepared to walk a bit 

further to go to a park the kids 

could really enjoy.

86. thorburn park has lovely open 

space and play equipment but 

needs shade sails for the kids. 

in this day and age every park 

with play equipment should 

have shade sails

tHoRbURn PaRK 2 the city is planting more trees around 

the playspace in 2020/21 as part of the 

city's economic stimulus package.
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87. city of swan should invest in 

constructing and operating a 

50m olympic size swimming 

pool at the existing altone Rec 

centre. Would allow the city to 

run a proper swimming club 

and compete against other 

areas which have one in place.

sWan active 

beecHboRo

3 there are plans for upgrades to the 

swan active beechboro gym are 

planned including new air conditioning 

and flooring, however no major works 

are planned at present. the future 

ellenbrook aquatic facility is also 

under works, with the future train 

line making accessibility to the facility 

easier.88. Gym is old style spent so much 

money on a refit but still old, 

hot and runs on a weird as 

schedule over the week. should 

really just make it 24hrs.

4

89. Would you please add 

steaM RooM, saUna and 

HydRotHeRaPy Pool facilities 

to altone park swimming 

pools? Many people who live 

in this area (like my husband 

and myself) need to go to 

bayswater Waves instead. if you 

add new facilities to the altone 

center (like they have Wellness 

suite in armadale; https://

active.armadale.wa.gov.au/

our-pools), that would be great! 

superb! thank you for your 

consideration.

1

90. swan active needs either a 

sauna or steam room. We have 

one in Midland and it is too far 

to drive for most, especially 

seniors. Great work otherwise 

with the recent work. Well done

91. the gym needs to be bigger. 

there is plenty of equipment 

but not enough room to move 

around and workout. Perhaps 

an external adult outdoor course 

can be build in the area just 

out side of the pool area that is 

fenced and can accommodate 

those who wish to enjoy 

the warmer days to workout 

outside

92. i use altone Hub/Gym/

swimming Pool. it is really hard 

to see that the community 

centre is closed for known 

period

sWan active 

beecHboRo

2 swan active altone was closed due 

to covid 19 restrictions. it is now 

reopened.
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93. a drink fountain would be a 

perfect addition here.

MicRo GaRdens 

PaRK

1 Under the city’s standards of Provision, 

this park is classified as a short stay 

park where drinking fountains are not 

generally considered for installation.

94. the playground at hull park is in 

a great location with so much 

shade around, it could do with 

an upgrade. a gated playground 

would be nice as it’s beside a 

road. it feels a bit unsafe being 

there and you find all sorts of 

bottles etc left from people 

drinking there. it’s a beautiful 

space and seems wasted to me 

a lot more people could use it 

if it was a nicer place to bring 

your kids and felt safe.

HUll PaRK 3 the state Government has committed 

$4.7 million for the construction of a 

new facility and the city has committed 

to managing the delivery of the 

project. the new facility proposed to be 

constructed at Hull Park in beechboro 

is currently in the design phase with 

construction expected to commence 

in 2020/21. For more information on 

this project visit the city's website at: 

https://www.swan.wa.gov.au/your-

council/about-us/Projects-initiatives/

Major-projects/brockman-community-

centre  

note that this is only one portion of the 

site, and the remainder of the site will 

remain available for public use.

95. enclosed dog park in the 

beechboro area would be great.

96. We live very close to this park 

and use it often. i would like 

to see equipment for smaller 

children and maybe a gate 

around it or more lighting as 

ive seen alot of what looked 

like suspicious activity in the 

park after dark. im always very 

cautious about my children 

using it. it is a great park.

96.1 i agree. this park has 

a lot of potential but needs 

more equipment for children 

of all ages. i don't always 

feel safe walking around the 

park, especially after dark. 

We live across the road and 

it is often used as a burnout 

hot spot.

WoolGaR PaRK 3 Woolgar Park has lighting along its 

paths and floodlighting directed 

towards the playground. as such, no 

additional lighting is planned.
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97. i love this park because its next 

to my house and has a great 

space for our community to 

exercise and play

coonaWaRRa PaRK noted.

98. Would be awesome to have a 

bigger playground here the bike 

track is good for kids maybe 

even a skate park? and renew 

the basketball court as its a bit 

neglected

1 these comments will be assessed as 

part of the city's Playspace strategy 

which will be completed in 2021.

99. some more paths and a lit 

nature walk would be nice to 

see. also more vegetation. 

this land is going to waste and 

just becomes a spot for people 

to congregate/drink at night. 

additional lighting and options 

to inspire pride would help.

100. a revamp of coonawarra park 

to make it more inviting for the 

kiddies and families please. 

also, Greenfield park definitely 

needs more shaded areas and 

more seating to make it user 

friendly.

1

101. it would be great to have this 

park updated with a better play 

ground that will suit for older 

children and toddlers it’s very 

small and not much to do for 

them , upgrading this i feel 

would benefit the community 

and encourage more children to 

get outside

102. an update to the Maguire oval. 

so many kids and adults come 

to this oval every day with 

their dogs. new cricket pitch, 

playground and bbq facilities 

would be amazing

MaGUiRe oval 2 Maguire Park is up for a playground 

replacement this 20/21 this is a like for 

like playground replacement. 
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103. We currently live and own a 

house on bennett street and 

would use the park on simla 

place. We have a young child 

and would love to see the 

area being updated to match 

the parks and facilitates in 

newer areas of caversham. For 

example suffolk park. our park 

is run down and very old i feel 

is very unfair as we pay the 

sane rates as everyone else.

siMla PaRK 2 these comments will be assessed as 

part of the city's Playspace strategy 

which will be completed in 2021..

104. Generous area but lack of 

facilities underutilizes the space. 

Unsafe playground needs 

upgrading. lots of users, could 

be so much better with upgrade

blUeGUM PaRK 3 bluegum Park is up for a playground 

replacement this 20/21 this is a like for 

like playground replacement. 

105. needs an upgrade and 

modernizing for engagement, 

better use of space and 

recreation. consider something 

like newer subdivions have or 

Robert thompson Reserve in 

noranda, bbq, shelters, proper 

playground and footpath.

1

106. i agree that this playground 

would benefit from an update. 

Previous signs indicated this 

would be happening this year, 

but have since been removed. 

soft fall rather than sand would 

reduce the issues with debris 

from the bush land part getting 

in the sandpit.

1

107. Put a useable play park here. 

little kids get nothing from the 

pathetic effort that was put in 

a few years back. obviously a 

bunch of leftovers the we’re 

picked up on a budget.

108. this “park” needs an upgrade! it 

looks very neglected.
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109. i would love to see this 

area turned into park, with 

reticulated lawns for people and 

animal exercise area, this area is 

a fire hazard waiting to happen. 

the other side of brook is not 

bad. i believe it would turn it 

into a more valuable space for 

all.

bennett bRooK 

bUsHland

the brook and floodplain are 

important habitat for native fauna 

and an ecological refuge of endemic 

vegetation. bennett brook is also 

an important archaeological and 

aboriginal site as the 40,000 years 

of aboriginal settlement was proven 

along its course. it is therefore 

inappropriate to turn the floodplain into 

a reticulated lawned park.

Work conducted within the city’s 

compensation basins in parks adjacent 

to the bennett brook is completed 

by the city of swan, not the Friends 

group. Residents and the wider 

community are welcome to join the 

Friends of bennett brook to learn about 

the importance of environmental 

rehabilitation work in restoring habitat 

and natural amenity of the brook and 

to voice their concerns about specific 

areas. this Friends Group works on land 

not owned or managed by the city 

(i.e. under care and control of Western 

australian Planning commission).

110. the bennett brook area has 

so much potential. instead 

the nearby residents seem to 

treat it as a dumping ground. 

Having a brainstorm with local 

residents about the future of 

the space might help engage 

the community into caring a 

bit more about the area. i’d 

suggest a nature trail with some 

signage around the cultural 

significance of the area, as well 

as the importance of land care 

for health of waterways.

1

111. Rate payers should be consulted 

and have a voice before ‘friends 

of bennett brook’ do work 

they feel is best for our area. 

We have lost all our beautiful 

wildlife from the planting they 

have done. Mating black swans 

have not been back since 

they have planted nor had the 

pelican very disappointing never 

mind the visual appearance. 

the bench does not get used 

anymore this is a photo of what 

the basin use to look like before 

planting.
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112. a dog park with space for big 

and small dogs, with a few 

individual yards for people to 

use with dogs who don’t like 

other dogs. all dogs deserve 

the chance to run around and 

play freely without fear of being 

harassed by other dogs.

RosHeR PaRK 2 Rosher Park is up for a playground 

replacement in 24/25 this is a like for 

like playground replacement.

the city will consider comments about 

dog parks/exercise equipment in its 

review of dog access in our public areas 

(2021) - where dog exercise is either 

allowed, on-lead only or prohibited.
113. Make this a on-lead only dog 

park. especially as so many 

events happen at this park and 

for dogs who don't like other 

dogs.

114. Update playground and shade 

sails added. new one could be 

added near club rooms on the 

north end of grass area.

1

115. i would like to see exercise 

equipment placed around 

Rosher Road Park

116. this park is very outdated and 

unappealing. it would be great 

to see it upgraded so it can be 

utilised by younger kids whilst 

the oval is being used for sport.

117. is there room here or at any 

local park for an enclosed dog 

park. one for big dogs and one 

for small dogs.

5

118. Play ground for kids ages 

(1 to 13 at least) some gym 

equipment plz

ottaWa PaRK 1

119. Would love to see a playground 

for all ages added here 

and adult outdoor exercise 

equipment.a lunch bar/cafe or 

drinking fountain.

1

120. Please add an allocated dog 

exercise area. there is nothing 

around here that has a fence 

and allows you to let your dog 

off leash for exercise
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121. some new playgroup 

equipment that is suitable for all 

ages. Usable for all members of 

our community, both little ones 

and older "kids"/ members of 

our community. Maybe even 

making it more accessible for 

all members of the community, 

e.g. adding paths and ramps 

to help people with restricted 

mobility. the playground that 

was at ottawa Park in the 

mid 2000's was awesome. i 

remember playing on it as a 

little kid.

122. there’s a lovely path through 

the middle of alstonia park 

here, but it ends in a high, hard 

curb which doesn’t line up 

with the footpath on the opiate 

side of the road. this makes it 

awkward when approaching 

with a bike, scooter or pram. 

also, parked cars belonging 

to people visiting this park 

frequently block this narrow 

road. a few parking bays along 

here would help solve that.

alstonia PaRK the installation of a new footpath 

and pram ramp on alstonia Wy is a 

low priority as the traffic volume is 

anticipated to be low on this street. 

123. Please fix this wasteland that 

is laughingly named, Rainbow 

Park. it should be a council 

embarrassment and needs to 

be developed into a proper 

park as was intended. it is an 

eyesore for us that have to live 

next to it. it is a constant source 

of weeds and dust- the weeds 

a never ending problem blown 

across from this paddock and 

infesting our lawns. it is also a 

haven for illegal dumping. other 

areas have been developed, yet 

nothing has ever been done to 

this disgraceful blight on the 

landscape.

123.1 yes, please develop 

this wasteland. Have seen 

4Wds driving through it 

as it is a wasteland. agree 

with the previous comment 

regarding the weeds 

blowing onto lawn.

RainboW PaRK 2 it is being determined what the best 

use would be for Rainbow Park site, 

given community feedback. 

124. the park i use is Maguire oval, 

i like to walk the dog. i would 

like the playground updated and 

would also like to see a skate 

park added for teenagers. More 

activities for teenagers.

MaGUiRe oval Maguire Park is up for a replacement 

this 20/21 this is a like for like 

playground replacement. there 

is a skate park at the beechboro 

community Hub which will be 

upgraded in 2023/24 subject to 

funding.
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132. cafe would be great. this whole 

block needs cleaned up. so 

much rubbish around carpark 

and really rundown

KiaRa iGa the shopping centre is privately owned 

and therefore tenancies are up to the 

owners. However, the city has met 

with the strata and does offer support 

and guidance on where to attain 

funds and state government lending 

agencies.

133. local cafe would be nice.

134. this shopping centre really 

needs a cafe!

1 

135. a local cafe would be a 

great addition to the iGa and 

surrounding shops

5

136. the centre needs a fresh 

look. the carpark needs more 

lighting.

altone PaRK 

sHoPPinG centRe

altone Park shopping centre intends 

to redevelop and expand their current 

centre. the redevelopment of the 

shopping centre will consist of a 

refurbishment of the entire centre 

and an extension to incorporate the 

brockman House site, which is awaiting 

funding from the state Government 

for relocation. this redevelopment 

may generate increased employment 

opportunities for the community.

137. noW tHat aldi coming to 

altone shopping centre suggest 

they revamp whole shopping 

centre as long overdue

138. this area could do with a clean 

up it is gross and feels very 

unsafe

139. you killed off the local shopping 

centre when the beechboro 

bridge was built. i won’t be 

surprised if it ends up closed 

down completely now.

139.1 absolutely correct, 

i have spoken to all the 

business and there has 

been a major drop in 

traffic. Recent examples on 

closures include the pasta 

store, bike store and many 

stores struggling to survive. 

the landlords are not 

helping either. (or as much 

as they should). the bridge 

needs to be relooked at.  

Massive blunder in planning. 

Mistakes happen but we 

should look at ways of fixing 

these.

tHe sPRinGs 

sHoPPinG centRe

2 altone is located in close proximity 

to Midland, a strategic Metropolitan 

centre, which provides expanded retail 

and employment opportunities.

140. maybe a deli altone PaRK 0 the shopping centre is privately owned 

and as such the city cannot dictate 

what tenancies are in the centre. the 

café located inside swan active and 

the youth centre provides catering for 

after school attendees. 

141. We strongly support a tavern in 

caversham. ideally near coles in 

the newer section.

caveRsHaM 3 this will be considered as part of the 

developing investment strategy for the 

city to commence in 2021.
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142. small shopping precinct 

upgrades. these kind of spaces 

are needing activation.

beecHboRo deli the shopping centre is privately owned 

and as such the city cannot dictate 

what redevelopment is undertaken. 

the city continues to support 

businesses in the area to provide 

them with information and training to 

improve their business. . 

143. Maybe add a community 

market and swap meet here so 

any hobbyists and market vege 

growers and sell locally

altone PaRK/

sWan active

there is potential for an expression of 

interest to gage if there is a significant 

amount of community attraction for a 

community markets/swap meet. this 

could potentially be led by bats or the 

Place team.

144. Would be great if we could 

clean up the drongos that 

hang around beeches tavern/ 

bottle shop, bus stop outside 

Mcdonald’s. 

you can feel pretty unsafe 

walking in the car park of this 

shopping centres

144.1 agree. there should 

never have been a bottle 

shop here in the first place. 

or a Maccas.

144.2 i agree, the amount of 

times i’ve been followed to 

my car or had someone on 

a bike try to terrorise me is 

annoying. now that my Po 

box is ending i thankfully 

don’t have to go back there.

altone PaRK 

sHoPPinG centRe

3 altone shopping centre is privately 

owned and the city has no control over 

the security at the shopping centre. 

this feedback will be sent to the centre 

manager. 
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Comment Community Response to 

Comment
Location Comment 

Likes
BU Response

145. Would like the area near the 

bennet brook bridge cleaned 

up. always junk dumped there 

don’t feel safe walking through 

that area.

bennett bRooK 

bRidGe

the city has a Reducing illegal 

dumping (Rid) program to fight 

against illegal dumping and waste. 

the program allows anyone who spots 

illegally dumped waste to report it 

through an online reporting system 

or over the phone. once a report 

is received, city staff will quickly 

locate and cordon off the waste, and 

investigate accordingly.

146. increased lighting for security 

and safety in PaWs and access 

ways. (not limited to this one 

specifically but all in the area)

beecHboRo 1 there is information and an application 

form regarding the closure of PaWs 

on the city's website available at 

https://www.swan.wa.gov.au/your-

Property-land/boundaries-gardens-

verges/Roads-Private-Right-of-Ways-

Pedestrian-access-Ways 

147. close alleyway for security 

reasons

alleyWay 

betWeen yUKon 

and oRanGe Pl 

beecHboRo

1

148. either close down PaWs, install 

better lighting and have the 

option to lock up the PaWs like 

city of bayswater do.

cos
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149. all powerlines are detracting 

from the natural beauty of the 

area and are a potential safety 

hazard, it would be ideal for 

these to be below ground

noRtH oF Reid 

HiGHWay FacinG 

bennet bRooK

1 the city does not undertake 

underground power projects, as power 

infrastructure is the responsibility of 

Western Power. Western Power has 

been trialling a program to replace 

power poles at the end of their useful 

life with underground power, and if the 

trial is effective, this may be rolled out 

city wide.  

150. an update on the playground 

area will be great! the sand 

is dangerous, the last time i 

took my son there he found a 

syringe. We haven't been back 

since.

FaiRyWRen PaRK 5 While finding needles in playground 

areas is a relatively rare occurrence, 

the city responds to this as a priority, 

please call 9267 9267 if a syringe is 

located in a city park. 

151. We live very close to this park 

and use it often. i would like 

to see equipment for smaller 

children and maybe a gate 

around it or more lighting as 

ive seen alot of what looked 

like suspicious activity in the 

park after dark. im always very 

cautious about my children 

using it. it is a great park.

151.1 i agree. this park has 

a lot of potential but needs 

more equipment for children 

of all ages. i don't always 

feel safe walking around the 

park, especially after dark. 

We live across the road and 

it is often used as a burnout 

hot spot.

WoolGaR PaRK 3 Hooning is a Police issue, and residents 

are encouraged to make a report via 

131444 or  https://www.police.wa.gov.

au/your-safety/antisocial-behaviour/

Reporting-hoon-behaviour

152. security - not sure the answer 

to this but safety in altone is 

a big issue. Rise in burglary is 

way too much than you would 

expect. dont feel safe.

altone local aRea 1 the city works closely with local police 

to address community safety concerns. 

there is also a range of actions that 

residents can take identified on both 

the neighbourhood watch and Wa 

Police websites. https://www.police.

wa.gov.au/crime/victims-of-crime/

How-to-reduce-your-risk and https://

www.nhw.wa.gov.au/ 

153. lanes and alleys need better 

upkeep. always full of litter 

often dangerous glass etc and 

it’s as though these lanes are 

never maintained. Heavily used 

areas yet unsafe.

altone local aRea 1 the city has a Reducing illegal 

dumping (Rid) program to fight 

against illegal dumping and waste. 

the program allows anyone who spots 

illegally dumped waste to report it 

through an online reporting system 

or over the phone. once a report 

is received, city staff will quickly 

locate and cordon off the waste, and 

investigate accordingly.
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154. need better lighting on our 

streets and in our parks.

altone local aRea 2 For concerns regarding lighting levels 

in a specific location, the city is able to 

undertake night inspections and report 

issues to Western Power.
155. brighter street lighting at 

night would be better in the 

beechboro area. the street 

lights are so dim they barely 

illuminate anything.

beecHboRo aRea

156. Poor lighting on this corner coRneR oF 

bottlebRUsH dR 

and RoseHeatH 

blvd

157. More street lights for beechboro 

and lockridge

beecHboRo and 

locKRidGe

2

158. Have been a resident on 

sacramento ave for 3yrs now 

and the frequency and speed 

in which drivers Hoon up and 

down this street is disgusting! 

Please consider outting in 

several chicanes/slow points 

to deter this behaviour. i have 

three small children whom 

are not allowed past the path 

at front door because of this 

reason. a massive problem is 

also the alleyway from altone to 

sacramento(opposite thorburn) 

it is a common place for drug 

deals to take place and its 

highly annoying for residents!

sacRaMento ave the city does not install speedbumps. 

Hooning is a police issue, residents 

are encouraged to make a report via 

131444 or  https://www.police.wa.gov.

au/your-safety/antisocial-behaviour/

Reporting-hoon-behaviour

159. i would love to have: the lane 

ways closed off. these only 

promote easy escape routes to 

thieves (We live on a laneway 

and have been broken into 

twice already, the family over 

the back have been broken into 

4x too), not only thrives but 

9/10 x you find needles from 

druggies for people/pets to 

walk over - not good to find, 

nor is it good for children to 

touch

altone local aRea there is information and an application 

form regarding the closure of PaWs 

on the city's website available at 

https://www.swan.wa.gov.au/your-

Property-land/boundaries-gardens-

verges/Roads-Private-Right-of-Ways-

Pedestrian-access-Ways 
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160. actively issue infringement 

notices to residents who have 

piles of disgusting garbage and 

unwanted, derelict household 

items, which have been left 

on their front lawn and in 

driveways. the rubbish is blown 

around the neighbourhood 

and when driving through 

the community some houses 

resemble junkyard or tips. these 

properties with junk outside 

attract pests and vermin which 

spread disease and invade 

neighbouring properties.

altone local aRea the city has a Reducing illegal 

dumping (Rid) program to fight 

against illegal dumping and waste. 

the program allows anyone who spots 

illegally dumped waste to report it 

through an online reporting system or 

over the phone.

through the city’s website, a resident 

can book a verge collection year round 

rather than waiting for a pick up once 

a year. https://www.swan.wa.gov.au/

your-services/Waste-services/book-a-

verge-collection

the new process of collecting bulky 

good has resulted in a reduction in 

illegal dumping and an increase in 

recycling.   

161. introduce legislation requiring 

cat owners to ensure that their 

cats are kept inside during night 

time hours.

1 the city of swan is unique to other 

local governments as we have local 

laws that prohibit cats from entering 

private property without the property 

owner/occupier’s consent. it is up to 

cat owners to ensure their cats do not 

enter private property - this can be 

done by keeping cats inside or within 

an outdoor cat run.

Unwanted cats found on private 

property can be impounded, in 

accordance with the local laws.

Please note that the city can only 

impound cats that are contained in a 

cat trap, cage or carrier. to request a 

cat be picked up for impoundment, 

please contact the city of swan on 

9267 9267

162. infringement for cat outside at 

night-time. owners need to be 

accountable for their animals.

163. speratic and on call local 

security services would be a 

nice addition bennett springs 

has had a lot of trouble with 

people roaming the streets and 

people’s houses

bennett sPRinGs if residents in bennett springs 

are interested in a security patrol 

commencing in their area, the first 

step is for a community survey to be 

commenced to gauge the suburbs 

willingness to pay for this additional 

service.  currently a community 

security patrol is only conducted in the 

vines at the request of residents, who 

pay an additional rates levy per year 

for this service. 
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164. armadale community centre 

has a seconds store that helps 

out the poorer community and 

its where the local shops don’t 

throw out their 2nd day bread, 

vegies or meat they donate it to 

the second store and then they 

give to the elderly or poorer 

community they make up food 

packs or they make up cooked 

food like vegie soups also it can 

be an advocacy centre for those 

that need help. i am willing to 

speak more on this as i find 

that it will definitely benefit our 

community and if need be i 

would run it.

sWan active 

beecHboRo

2 there are services and facilities in the 

altone area which provide similar 

services. these include blue sky 

community Group who operate an op 

shop on benara Road. there are also 

multiple agencies in beechboro that offer 

emergency relief, food relief, financial 

counselling, meals, and relative support.  

lifespan have produced an informal 

resource sheet for the community 

available at the library which outlines 

which services provide these resources, 

when and how to access.

165. can we investigate or invest 

more money in creating 

more social cohesion. How 

do we do this. the more we 

know and interact with our 

neighbours, the safer and 

happier communities we can 

create. How do we increase 

this. More of the same doesnt 

work. therefore my request to 

review the parks. the parks that 

worked 10 years ago will not 

work into the future. We need 

to adapt to change needs based 

on future demographics.

altone local aRea 1 the city supports and facilitates many 

programs, services, initiatives that 

promote social cohesion in the area. 

these include:

- Mercycare Urban Feast series and 

promoting community based initiatives in 

the growth corridor

- Local events at local level – Lockridge 

community Garden series, altone comes 

alive, Partnership with swan active with 

community Movie nights

- edmund Rice community sport Program 

for young people for free at Grimrey oval

- building capacity of the multicultural 

communities via leadership training 

programs

- altone skate Park is in desperate need 

of a revamp.  and currently sitting with 

assets.  it is currently posing a risk.

altone youth service receives donations 

and freshly prepared meals. these meals 

are prepared daily for young people who 

drop in.

166. they should fund altone youth 

service better because any of 

the food they provide there is 

expired

altone yoUtH 

seRvices

2
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167. Utilise the park for more 

community events within 

beechboro. Foodtruck nights, 

markets, activities in the park 

etc, consider adult exercise 

equipment installation, dog 

parks that are fenced

MaQUiRe oval 2 – 1 the beechboro community Hub is a 

significant community attraction for 

the altone local area.  the hub holds 

community events such as free movie 

nights and illuma community Markets 

with local producers, art and craft vedors 

and food trucks. there is also a range of 

activities and programs available through 

city of swan libraries and swan active 

(leisure) centres. 

activations are always encouraged by 

the city but due to covid-19 all Place 

activations, events and activities were 

cancelled for many months. as restrictions 

ease, some small scale activities will be 

offered within the community.

altone skate Park is a local, and free 

space for recreation from skateboards, 

bikes, scooters, rollerblades, roller skates, 

quarter basketball court and  bMX track.  
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168. i am grateful for the variety of 

places people have to go to in 

support of their different faiths. 

i’d like to see our community to 

continue to embrace diversity 

and welcome all people.

altone local aRea altone comes alive fair is a key cultural 

event for the local area. the purpose of 

the event is to celebrate altone’s strong 

diverse community and is an opportunity 

for residents to connect and learn more 

about the communities’ rich cultures.

beechboro library offers a free social 

english club where conversational english 

is encouraged over a tea or coffee and 

cake.

the library also offers the pop up space 

in the foyer to cald organisations who 

would like to showcase their organisation, 

services and activities that are available 

within the altone local area.

bluesky community Group in lockridge 

works with recent arrivals, refugee and 

migrants to access employment and 

training opportunities. they provide one-

on-one assessment, group information 

and cultural awareness sessions, as well 

as advocacy and referral services. 

the city’s lifespan team have been 

developing partnerships with local 

multicultural based services – including 

working sikah Gurdwara who prepare 

weekly fresh meals to deliver to local 

services.

edmund Rice centre delivers their 

multicultural sport program in lockridge 

for young people aged 8 to 18 years, 

focusing on football (soccer) and building 

leadership  

there are also future plans for Multi-

faith tours through altone Place area are 

currently being explored with faith based 

providers.
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169. i would like more small-scale 

community events in the area. 

the only thing we have at the 

moment is the once-a-year 

altone comes alive - which is 

great, but it’s only once a year! 

How about some small-scale 

outdoor events such as a ‘picnic 

in the park’, neighbour day 

events, outdoor cultural events, 

‘doggy day out’ etc.? Help get 

neighbours to meet each other. 

altone has a great multicultural 

community, which should be 

celebrated. More cultural events 

and activities to bring people 

together.

altone local aRea 2 the beechboro community Hub is a 

significant community attraction for 

the altone local area.  the hub holds 

community events such as free movie 

nights, presentations and workshops for 

all ages. there is also a range of activities 

and programs available through city of 

swan libraries and swan active (leisure) 

centres. 

due to covid-19 all Place activations, 

events and activities were cancelled for 

many months. as restrictions ease, some 

small scale activities will be offered within 

the community.

the city is in discussion to start a Public 

art strategy, which will include mapping 

out projects and locations over the next 

few years. 

170. More public art in parks and 

in other public areas, like at 

shopping centres.

1

171. there is a large tank here that 

would be the great place for a 

community art project, it could 

help to promote community 

unity and pride and reduce 

antisocial behaviour in the area.

coonaWaRRa PaRK 2 the tank in coonawarra Park is a city 

asset and may potentially be suitable 

for an art/mural project. this will be 

investigated as part of the local area 

Plan.
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172. veRy opposed to the 

constuction of brockman House 

inside Hull Park. Worse still, no 

other locations were considered 

because brockman House 

and their clients like the area! 

What an absurd reason! the 

affect on lives (and property 

value) would be terrible. some 

are devastated, wanting to 

move away, but unable due to 

finances! Many are older, and 

cannot deal with the noise now, 

or in the future. it is unthinkable 

to me to build this here. you 

don’t realize the affect to some 

people.

bRocKMan HoUse 

Relocation to 

HUll PaRK

6 the new facility will provide much 

needed space for brockman community 

House to continue with its important 

community services. they have supported 

the altone area for the past 34 years. 

all of the existing mature trees on the 

construction site in Hull Park will be 

retained.  the recently planted trees will 

be transplanted, where possible, to a 

location south of the new building and 

carpark. Where not possible, some like-

for-like replacements will be sourced and 

incorporated into the final design.

there were multiple locations considered 

by the city. due to its high visibility, 

accessibility and parking, council 

determined on 13 March 2019 that Hull 

Park was the most appropriate location.
173. no thank you! brockman House 

can go find another location to 

ruin people’s lives. they want 

this park to be near their old 

building, not because it’s the 

best area. leave this park alone! 

We don’t want the noise, traffic 

and taking away our green 

space, and views. Ratepaying 

residents deserve better.

7-1

174. oh please, please don’t build 

the community center here! 

i’ve lived here for 30yrs, and i 

love that park for the green, the 

quiet, the space for everyone 

to enjoy it. there are FaR 

better places where this could 

go. and please don’t lie, the 

government gave the money 

for new facilities, period. not to 

build in this park. this location 

was chosen by the workers and 

clients of brockman as they 

didn’t want to go anywhere 

else. not a good reason to 

severely impact residents, and 

destroy our park!

7
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175. Mow, weed and present all 

council owned parks, reserves 

and open spaces so that it 

looks well looked after and 

clean. this includes verges and 

grassed areas by the roadside. 

too often we drive through our 

neighbourhood and the council 

owned open spaces look ran 

down and not maintained. We 

feel that when these areas are 

clean and tidy this makes the 

community feel proud to live in 

the area.

176. i strongly disagree to build a 

childcare center inside a Park 

next to a bottleshop and near 

a busy 4-lane road. We already 

have enough traffic from alton 

shopping center. and not 

enough green space! stop it !

176.1 it’s currently 

behind altone shops, 

so the bottleshop isn’t 

really an issue. the 

problem is ripping up 

this lovely quiet park, 

and turning it into a 

concrete and glass mess 

of noise, traffic, safety, 

and quality of life issues. 

and with the virus, no 

one can move, even if 

they could afford to. For 

this location to even be 

considered is beyond 

me. and it’s not just a 

simple small childcare. 

it’s a huge community 

center almost the size 

of altone shops! Wrong 

location for this!

7 - 1

177. i am a local resident living 

opposite the proposed 

development of Hull Park.i want 

to register my opposition to this 

development in the strongest 

terms possible. the safety of 

the children and senior citizens 

using this building so close to 

altone Road is a real concern. 

Has there ever been a study 

of how many vehicles that use 

altone Road every day. surely 

there could have been other 

locations considered.

4
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178. Firstly, thank you city of 

swan for being so proactive 

and seeking  community 

feedback on how to better our 

community. With a background 

in education and community 

services i would like to offer 

suggestions for a facility for 

women of various backgrounds, 

cultures to receive education 

and support. this facility 

mustprovide resources for those 

women dealing with personal 

mental, physical, financial 

stress can come and receive 

the help they need. Meditation, 

yoga, holistic approach can be 

included

altone local aRea 1 the opportunity for groups to utilise 

the existing spaces at swan active is 

available, and is highly encouraged and 

supported by the city. ishar Multicultural 

Women's Health services had previously 

organised for women's swimming and 

fitness classes to be held at swan active 

beechboro. the city encourages groups to 

get in contact with the Place team located 

at swan active.  

179. can we investigate or invest 

more money in creating 

more social cohesion. How 

do we do this. the more we 

know and interact with our 

neighbours, the safer and 

happier communities we can 

create. How do we increase 

this. More of the same doesn’t 

work. therefore my request to 

review the parks. the parks that 

worked 10 years ago will not 

work into the future. We need 

to adapt to change needs based 

on future demographics.

altone local aRea 1 there is a range of activities and 

programs available through city of 

swan libraries and swan active (leisure) 

centres. due to covid-19 all Place 

activations, events and activities were 

cancelled for many months. as restrictions 

ease, some small scale activities will be 

offered within the community.

180. this intersection is just across 

the road from the detention 

centre in bennet springs. at the 

moment the state Government 

is using extreme secrecy 

measures, backed up by a High 

court injunction, to house at 

least one dangerously violent 

thug, who is inclined to sexually 

molest anyone within reach. 

these are not the people for 

whom the centre was intended 

and they are definitely not 

people who enhance the safety 

and security of residents in the 

area. Use this centre correctly or 

close it.

detention centRe 

in bennet sPRinGs

2 the bennett brook disability Justice 

centre is located at 130 lord street, 

caveRsHaM. the centre has been built on 

property owned by the disability services 

commission (dsc) and is supervised by 

appropriately trained dsc staff. although 

the city has no control in the use of 

the site, the city can pass on these 

comments. 
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181. We are saddened by the loss of 

the council altone Place office 

from lockridge. it was great to 

have here as part of our local 

community. lockridge is poorer 

without it.

Place oFFice the city has undertaken upgrades to 

beechboro community Hub, rebranding 

of swan active, the beechboro library 

and the relocation of the altone Place 

office. the beechboro community Hub 

has been reconfigured to allow for greater 

accessibility and a more streamlined user 

experience. this has transformed the Hub 

into a space that offers combined central 

social services, a public art display and 

your café, creating a place to strengthen 

and celebrate the altone community.

the altone Place Manager has continued 

to maintain strong relationships with 

local groups, agencies, organisations and 

residents based at/near the city’s previous 

office location (adc). While city staff are 

no longer physically based at the adc, 

they are in regular (weekly / fortnightly) 

contact with the local community.

tRansPoRt
Comment Community Response 

to Comment
Location Comment 

Likes
BU Response

182. it’s a struggle to get to 

university at the moment 1: if i 

drive to a train station there isn’t 

any car parks left 2: if i drive it 

takes over an hour to get to uni 

during traffic. i just wanted to 

make a comment to see if the 

bennett springs train station 

could be expedited as it would 

be of great use to myself and 

all of the other students that 

are in dayton/caversham. also 

a bike shelter would be a good 

addition to it as well.

dayton 

Residential aRea

3 altone local area is located between three 

Metronet stations: bennet springs east 

(indicative), Malaga and noranda station, 

as shown Figure 10 in the background 

Report. the project is currently in the 

design Phase, with designs available on 

the Metronet website. bus routes and 

cycle facilities will also be planned for as 

part of the designs. construction of the 

project is expected to be complete by 

2023.
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183. need better cycleways 

throughout the city. More 

marked lanes on roads. the city 

had a cycle connect strategy 

a few years ago which just 

paid lip service to the idea 

of cycleways and was never 

implemented. it’s time for 

the city to lift its game! start 

working now to better connect 

the proposed Metronet stations, 

and perhaps you’ll have 

*something* in place by the 

time they are built.

local aRea draft city of swan cycle network 

Plan includes plans for road and cycle 

path upgrades in the Altone Area – 

this is detailed in priority x. the dual 

carriageway between altone Rd and 

West swan Rd on Reid Highway will 

include improved pedestrian and cycling 

facilities, signage, fencing, etc. is due for 

completion 2020/21. cycle facilities will 

also be planned for as part of Metronet. 

construction is expected to be complete 

by 2023. 

184. this area needs a cycle path 

to facilitate cycling as a mode 

of transport to and from 

the local iGa/convenience 

store (bottlebrush drive) and 

Roseneath

KiaRa iGa the draft city of swan cycle network Plan 

does not currently include a connection 

between iGa and Roseneath however 

cycle facilities will also be planned for as 

part of Metronet. construction is expected 

to be complete by 2023.

185. need buses going directly to 

Mirrabooka station and not only 

Morley

beecHboRo the Perth transport authority (Pta) is 

responsible for providing bus services in 

the Perth metropolitan area. although 

the city has no control over bus services 

or frequencies, the city will pass these 

comments onto the Pta

186. a footpath continuing north 

along beechboro Road would 

encourage people to walk/cycle 

to Whiteman Park. it’s a shame 

to have such a lovely park right 

on our doorstep but have to 

drive to it!

beecHboRo Rd 

noRtH

2 a priority in the draft city of swan cycle 

network Plan is the 'bennett springs 

to northlink Wa connection’ which is a 

shared path upgrade along beechboro 

Road north and Marshall Road to provide 

improved cycling link from bennett 

springs and beechboro to northlink Wa 

PsP.

187. a bike track similar to the ones 

done in Guildford that people 

can ride and explore Henley 

brook. this could go along the 

river bank join to bennet springs 

and leisure centre.

bennet sPRinGs to 

lesUiRse centRe

3 this has been identified in the city’s  

cycle network Plan however is not one 

of the top ten priorities in the cycle plan. 

the city may consider this once the top 

priorities are completed.

coMMUnity Facilities and bUsHland Retention
Comment Community Response 

to Comment
Location Comment 

Likes
BU Response

188. i strongly support an aged care 

facility being built here. let 

people age in their community 

:)

KeRWin Way the department of Planning, lands and 

Heritage (dPlH) have submitted a local 

Planning scheme amendment to the 

city to allow for aged housing and/or 

residential aged care on Kerwin Way in 

lockridge. the city’s strategic documents 

support the development of aged care/

housing, to allow for ageing in place. 

189. as a rate payer and local 

resident for 37 years/ my whole 

life, i cannot wait for the new 

brockman house to be finished. 

alot of people will access and 

utilise these facilities. this is 

a long overdue upgrade that 

will benefit a large and diverse 

group of people who are in 

need of community services. 

i currently utilise brockman 

House and will continue to do 

so once this exciting upgrade is 

completed.

189.1 bet you don’t 

live opposite to the 

proposed site. sure they 

need a new facility, 

but not here! this park 

is too nice to ruin with 

construction on such a 

huge scale. bet you and 

everyone else using it 

would still do so if it 

was a couple kms away.

HUll PaRK 1 the state Government has committed 

$4.7 million for the construction of a new 

brockman House facility and the city has 

committed to managing the delivery of 

the project. construction has begun at Hull 

Park in beechboro expected to commence 

in 2020/21.
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190. Why can’t we have a primary 

school here, we’ve been 

waiting!

bennett sPRinGs 

sPoRts oval

4 the department of education is 

responsible for determining the need for 

primary and secondary schools, based 

on population triggers of an area. the 

city consults with the department where 

relevant.   

191. this area is currently used by 

Kiara college for the agriculture 

education Program. the state 

Government is going to annexe 

this area and build low cost 

housing on it. lockridge does 

not deserve to have educational 

opportunities removed just to 

house more low socioeconomic 

individuals. the entire area the 

college has been using for 50 

years should be invested in 

this very successful education 

program.

191.1 i support Kiara 

college keeping their 

farmland. However, 

i don’t think this 

comment is factual. 

When labor got in they 

did something to secure 

the tenure of the farm 

area, so the school can 

keep using it in the 

long term. i’m unsure 

of the details, but 

this is a start: https://

www.perthnow.com.

au/community-news/

eastern-reporter/kiara-

college-upgrades-on-

the-horizon-c-890624

320 benara Road 

KiaRa - land 

betWeen KiaRa 

colleGe, benaRa 

Rd and altone Rd

7 the land at 320 benara Road Kiara 

is owned by the Western australian 

Planning commission and zoned Regional 

Reserve - Parks & Recreation. in 2019 the 

land was gifted by the state Government 

to support the Kiara college’s working 

farm and specialist agriculture program. 

there has been no updates of any 

changes in use, and is expected to be 

used by the college for the foreseeable 

future. 

192. i absolutely love the opportunity 

my daughter has with doing her 

specialist agriculture Program 

at this wonderful school farm. 

she is genuinely thriving in it 

and has a passion for farming 

which she aims to be her future 

career. i consider this program 

and land extremely important 

and is yielding rich rewards 

for our young people and 

consequently our

193. more trees park open spaces 

compared to bayswater and 

other shires swan lacks shade 

tree canopy l would like to see 

the city adopt program similar 

to bayswater where they plant 

a number of tress on verges or 

front of people property’s

KiaRa Residents of the city of swan can request 

a free street tree for their verge. the 

city’s program is designed to improve 

streetscapes by planting trees to provide 

shade, improve air quality and offer 

habitat and food for native animals. 

Planting is completed in winter, but 

requests may be placed at any time of 

the year with our customer services 

centre. Requests are assessed by the 

Parks supervisor (city wide) and take into 

account available space, suitable species, 

existing themes, customer's requirements 

and soil conditions.
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194. Please don’t clear this 

vegetation. is probably 

a threatened ecological 

community. there are a 

number of small bushland 

areas that need to managed 

and enhanced as they provide 

connectivity for birds.

KiaRa bUsHland 

beHind Police/FiRe 

station and Good 

sHePPaRd scHool

4 the city does not own this land. the 

department of communities owns this 

site that is planned for two residential 

developments. stage 1 is the sugarGum 

estate, which includes 30 lots ranging 

from 367 to 561 square metres, is currently 

sold out. stage 2 is the bottlebrush 

Project, which will allocate more than 4 

hectares of the site as public open space, 

with a majority being preserved bushland. 

the project will aim to deliver a land and 

housing development that demonstrates 

best practice in affordable and diverse 

medium-density housing.

195. this bushland must be retained, 

and no more clearing allowed! 

it is habitat for many birds 

and native animals, including 

migratory rainbow bee 

eaters and endangered black 

cockatoos. it contains rare 

remnant banksia woodland 

and mature marri trees. it must 

not be cleared! it is a precious 

asset for current and future 

generations. Retain it and 

support a Friends group to work 

with the city to care for it.

i agree and support 

these comments

3

196. banksia Woodlands are 

considered a threatened 

ecological community and 

listed as endangered under 

the ePbc act. With the rapidly 

diminishing remnants of the 

swan coastal Plain, every patch, 

however small, plays a vital role 

in protecting the biodiversity 

of the region, and creates a 

crucial corridor between feeding 

and nesting sites, for the 

endangered carnaby cockatoos. 

We should be doing everything 

we can to protect this patch.

1

197. Retain the bushland and create 

informative nature trail walks 

for people to enjoy, natural 

artworks would be great to see 

too.

1
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198. We are very distressed at the 

destruction of Kiara bushland 

for more housing. the Urban 

bushland council of Wa said 

that, “Kiara bushland is an 

important ecological link 

between other patches of urban 

bushland, home to dozens of 

endangered carnaby cockatoos, 

pink-and-grey galahs and a 

small population of quendas”... 

and that, “the last remaining 

remnants of banksia Woodlands 

along the swan coastal Plain 

are considered a threatened 

ecological community and 

endangered.” it should be kept.

199. Please leave this bush land as is! 

it’s home to flora and fauna and 

shouldn’t be disturbed.

7

200. Please save this bushland.its 

home to so many animals and 

amazing flora. Update the park 

across the road for the current 

and future local children.its an 

amazing suburb please help 

keep it that way

7

201. stop tearing up bushland. i love this bushland. it 

has amazing flora and 

fauna. it would be such 

a shame to lose it to 

more housing projects 

when there is suitable 

degraded land close by.

8

202. can the city at least retain 

some of this bushland? Housing 

development has begun and a 

huge part already cleared. once 

it’s gone, it gone for ever. can 

the city look to redevelop land 

that has already been cleared in 

the area?

3
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203. Would like to see pathways 

added for walking/riding 

through the bush for everyone 

to enjoy.

1

204. this site was to be used for 

a local taFe to enhance the 

educational Prospects for 

local residents. since then 

slices have been taken for 

Government services, private 

school education and private 

housing. none of this has 

helped the local community. 

at the last consultation it was 

pretty resoundingly agreed 

that this area should be 

retained as remnant bushland 

for the enjoyment of future 

generations. is it policy that 

another education Resource is to 

be removed and replaced with 

low cost housing

3


